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Abstract
The current study aims to develop lung lesions diagnostics methods on CT images that can be used
in novel medical decision support systems. The study considers methods of textural analysis, hybrid
classification structures and group method of data handling to improve existing classification solutions
and archive higher classification quality. Also, the explainability of the resulting classifier is considered.

1. Context and motivation

The current research was started during the COVID-19 outbreak when the urgent need for
efficient medical image diagnostic systems emerged, so the ultimate goal of the study is to
propose an efficient pipeline for the classification of lung images in X-Ray and computer
tomography modalities. Medical image classification is a well-known task, and there are a lot of
known methods for solving it. However, any technique that will increase classification quality
is highly appreciated in the medical context because even one misclassified image can have
severe consequences. That fact works as a primary motivating factor for the current research.
The classifier quality mainly depends on the input features and classification algorithm. Recent
work considers methods to improve both of these aspects. The first part of the research lies in
the context of texture analysis (TA). Methods of TA are proven to be effective for extracting
features for image classification [1, 2, 3]. Many works discuss the usage of global texture
descriptors with aggregative second-order statistics like Haralick features [4]. At the same time,
other methods for aggregating raw texture information are discovered, much less, making that
question actual for consideration. The second part of the research focuses on classification
algorithms improvement. Decision tree-based algorithms are one of the oldest but essential in
real-world tasks. Still, those algorithms need improvements to compete with modern neural
network solutions. The improvements to the classifier could be made in several aspects. Classical
Random-Forest features the constant number of trees in the forest defined as an algorithm
hyperparameter, but building decision-tree forests with optimal complexity structure can lead
to better classifier performance. Principles of the group method of data handling (GMDH) [5]
provides tools to archive stated tasks. Paper [6] shows that proposing more sophisticated
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methods of tree voting instead of simple majority voting can improve classification quality. This
leads to the idea that more complex voting approaches can increase the classifier performance.
Finally, integrating different classification structures into a single pipeline allows the usage
of each structure’s advantages, as shown in [7]. At the same time, when input contains many
features, the explainability of such a classifier will drastically degrade as existing model-agnostic
methods do not provide sufficient computational speed. So, another question to address is the
development of a model-specific explanation method which will provide the researcher with a
suitable level of computational speed.

2. Related work

The classification of medical images is a well-known task in machine learning. There are several
approaches to building a feature space for the classifier:

• Using pixel intensities as an input
• Using image texture characteristics (local and global)

At the same time, both approaches generate enormous size feature space, which must be
reduced. Neural networks are mainly used to address this issue when using pixel intensities.
Convolutional and linear layers are intended to extract and transform features from the image
matrix input during the forward pass. One of the most successful architectures implementing the
described idea is RMT-Net [8] which is built as an extension of vision transformer neural network
architecture [9]. Texture characteristics are a big group of different methods, including global and
local characteristics. Global characteristics are descriptors of the whole image and form the static
feature space. Examples of global characteristics are grey-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM),
grey-level run-length matrices (GLRLM), grey-level size zone matrices (GLSZM), neighbouring
grey-tone difference matrices (NGTDM), grey-level dependency matrices (GLDM), grey-level
entropy matrices (GLEM) but not limited to that list. Local characteristics are descriptors of
the image’s local areas, such as pixel neighbourhood zone or image patches. Examples are but
not limited to local binary patterns (LBP) [10], scale-invariant texture descriptors (SIFT) [11],
speeded-up robust features (SURF) [12]. Works [13, 4, 14] also introduce second-order statistics,
which are aggregating GLCM, GLRLM, GLSZM and other matrices into feature vectors and
works [1, 2, 3] show the ability of such statistics to act as features for image classification.
However, using the texture characteristics matrices without using second-order statistics is
not developed very much. Some works discuss such topics but are constrained to using only
GLCM and GLRLM matrices, omitting other descriptors. The current research discusses using
as many global and local texture descriptors as possible to improve classification quality. The
classification quality can also be improved by optimising the classifier structure and improving
training algorithms. Works [7, 15, 16] show examples of hybridising neural networks with other
classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM) or Random Forest and prove the effectiveness
of such hybrid schemes by getting better classification metrics. In this case, the neural network
is the feature extractor for the second classification part. The results of these experiments lead
us to the idea that improving the results of the second classifier may also improve the overall
result of the hybrid structure. In the case of the Random-Forest-like algorithms, improving the



classification quality can be archived by optimising tree structures. The principles of GMDH
provide us with tools for building each tree and whole forest optimally for particular classification
tasks. Also, using the advanced tree voting functions can positively affect classification quality.
For instance, work [6] shows that Bayesian Tree Aggregation can deliver better results than
standard majority voting schemes. However, this question requires further investigation. To
archive better classification results, current work discusses a novel pipeline, which includes
the usage of several texture characteristics matrices types in a raw form and a hybrid classifier
consisting of a neural network and novel forest-based algorithm with enhanced tree-structure
building and logistic voting function with feature blending. Explainability is a crucial part of
a designed solution. The SHapley Additive exPlanation (SHAP) [17] and Local Interpretable
Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) [18] can be used to provide explanations while using
the proposed classifier. However, computational speed concerns exist as the number of input
features is too large when using textural matrices. A sufficient performance level is archived
when using Integrated Gradients, GradCAM, and DeepSHAP methods, but they are limited
to neural network usage. Given that, current work also considers the development of the
appropriate explainability method to support explanations for the hybrid classification schemes.

3. Research question and hypothesis

The current research considers the following study to be answered: To what extent a hybrid
classification structure consisting of a neural network and enhanced decision-tree forest with raw
texture characteristics matrices at the input can improve the quality of lung image classification
Taking into account research questions, the hypothesis can be formulated in the following way:

Research hypothesis IF texture characteristics matrices(GLCM, GLRLM, GLSZM, GLDM,
NGTDM, GLEM) will be used as classifier input along with the original image, and the classifier
will be a hybrid structure consisting of neural network for feature extraction and self-organised
forest algorithm with logistic voting function for classification, THEN classification F1-score
will be statistically significantly higher than for neural network with the original image at
the input in the tasks of the lung images in X-Ray and computer-tomography (CT) modalities
classification.

4. Research methods

The current section contains details of enhanced classifier implementation. The first step is the
feature construction. In the present work, it is proposed to use texture characteristics in their
raw matrix forms instead of using aggregate second order-statistics. The resulting feature space
will contain approximately n x 256 x 256 features, where n - is the number of the texture matrices
used. This can be an issue as classifiers cannot process such feature spaces. To address this
issue, it is proposed to use a set of parallel neural networks to compress texture characteristics
matrices into compressed feature vectors (CFVs) of significantly lower dimensionality. Next, two
other fully-connected networks aggregate parallel network outputs and perform classification.
All three components united into a single network on a training stage (figure 1). It allows for



Figure 1: Three component classification scheme. Shows the structure of a three-level classifier with
parallel networks to process different texture characteristics and image inputs

forming the classification-optimal features at the output of the aggregation network. Also, such
an approach enables the blending of different texture characteristics, initial image intensities
etc., as for each input signal, the unique architecture of the encoder network can be used.

The next step is to replace the classification neural network with another classification
structure. It is proposed to use an enhanced version of the random forest-like algorithm
called a logistic self-organised forest [19]. This algorithm uses a logistic function for tree
voting. Also, the outputs of the trees are blended with input features, leading to classifica-
tion quality improvement. GMDH tools are used for optimal logistic function structure synthesis.

To provide explanations for the developed classifier, a need for a new explanation
algorithm emerged. The existing model-agnostic methods’ performance is insufficient, while
fast model-specific methods are not implemented for hybrid structures. It is proposed to
build a new algorithm based on Integrated gradients [20] and SHAP. IG method is used
to explain textural matrix elements’ contribution to CFV. The SHAP method is used to
evaluate CFVs feature contributions for the second part of the hybrid classifier. As CFV
does not contain many features, the performance of the SHAP will be sufficient. Finally,
IG contributions are multiplied by the SHAP result to scale the importance of the input
features by their actual contribution to the final answer. It is proposed to validate the
correctness of the new method by generating explanations with it and SHAP values and then
comparing generated explanations with the Mann-Whitney U test. The test should indicate
no statistically significant differences between the pair of explanations. The dataset with a
few features should be used for validation to address the problem with SHAP computation speed.

To test the hypothesis, it is proposed to cross-validate the baseline and the proposed
classifiers on 20 sub-sets of 3 datasets. Two groups consisting of 60 samples will be drawn.
Each sample in the group will represent the test set F1-score of the classifier, trained with a
different dataset split. These two groups will be compared by running the Mann-Whitney



U test. The hypothesis will be accepted if the test results indicate a statistically significant
difference between groups, and the group corresponding to the proposed classifier will have a
higher mean value.

According to the research questions and hypothesis, the next research objectives were
generated:

1. To collect data
a) To obtain COVID-19 lung X-Ray dataset
b) To obtain COVID-19 lung computer tomography dataset
c) To obtain lung cancer X-Ray dataset

2. To prepare and pre-process the data
a) To apply the window-level operation to threshold Hounsfield units values between

-1024 and 300
b) To align anatomic directions for all CT series
c) To align all CT series by size and rotation
d) To resize all X-Rays to the size of 256 by 256 pixels

3. Implement image feature extraction with textural matrices
a) GLCM
b) GLRLM
c) GLSZM
d) GLDM
e) NGTDM
f) GLEM

4. To implement classifier algorithm
a) To implement neural network architecture for input features compression
b) To implement classification forest algorithm based on self-organisation principles
c) To implement logistic function tree voting algorithm
d) To implement hybrid neural network-classification forest structure
e) To implement feature selection algorithm

5. To implement an explainability framework for the classifier
a) To implement hybrid models explanation method based on the Integrated Gradients

and SHAP
b) To apply the existing model-agnostic SHAP explanation method to the hybrid

classifier
c) Compare implemented explanation method with SHAP results.

6. To train and evaluate the classifier on the collected datasets
7. To discuss the results by comparing them with SOTA methods results [8]



Table 1
Comparison of the proposed LSOF-based classifier performance with other classifiers on the testing set

Model Total accuracy
Neural network generated features + LSOF 0.96
Neural network generated features + Random Forest 0.92
Neural network generated features + neural network classifier 0.92
Second-order stats + Random Forest 0.91
Neural network + Logistic Regression 0.90

5. Current results

At the current stage, the first four objectives are archived. Paper [19] discusses all of the leading
research aspects. Firstly, it is shown that using raw texture characteristic matrices can lead to
better results than using known second-order statistics. Secondly, it is discovered that using
a hybrid classification structure of neural networks and forest algorithms can lead to better
classification than using a neural network alone. Finally, it has been shown that improvement
in forest training and prediction algorithm according to principles of self-organisation also
improves classification properties. Making such improvements increased classification accuracy
from 92% to 96% compared to the Random-Forest classifier with aggregative second-order stats
in the COVID-19 lung lesions classification task. Detailed results of the proposed classification
scheme comparison with the others can be found in table 1

6. Next steps and final contribution

Logistic self-organised forest from [19] and the proposed hybrid classifier must finally be
evaluated on several datasets to take or reject the hypothesis. Such evaluation is a part of the
next steps. Another question to address is the explainability of the hybrid structure classification
results. There are explainable artificial intelligence methods for separate neural networks and
forests, but the explainability of the hybrid structures results is an actual research topic. The final
contribution is expected to be the novel lung image classification pipeline presentation, which
proved more effective than existing solutions while keeping the classifier’s results explainable.
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